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This paper establishes the undrained capacity of a circular skirted mat under uniaxial horizontal and moment loading,
respectively, and presents the combined vertical, horizontal and moment (VHM) capacity envelopes for a novel concept
for foundations that combines a skirted mat with a suction caisson. This foundation concept enables self-installation and
preloading of the footing. Specifically, this research explores the effect of the central caisson on the failure mechanisms and
the resulting VHM capacity through finite element analysis. The results demonstrate that the central caisson more than
doubles the horizontal capacity while moderately increasing the capacity in the vertical and moment loading directions.

NOMENCLATURE

A= plan area of hybrid footing
dc = caisson skirt length
dm = mat skirt length
D= footing diameter
Dc = caisson diameter
Dm = mat diameter
E = Young’s modulus
H = horizontal load

Hult = ultimate uniaxial horizontal bearing capacity
Hmax = maximum horizontal bearing capacity

K = undrained shear strength gradient with depth
M = moment

Mult = ultimate uniaxial moment bearing capacity
Mmax = maximum horizontal bearing capacity
NcH = bearing capacity factor for horizontal loading
NcM = bearing capacity factor for moment loading
NcV = bearing capacity factor for vertical loading
RP= reference point
su = undrained shear strength

sum = undrained shear strength at mudline
su0 = undrained shear strength at footing reference point (RP)
t = skirt thickness
u= horizontal footing displacement
V = vertical load

Vult = ultimate uniaxial vertical bearing capacity
W = vertical footing displacement
z= depth below mudline
�= footing rotation
� ′ = effective unit weight of soil
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INTRODUCTION

Combinations of vertical load 4V 5, horizontal load 4H5 and
moment 4M5 are typically applied to foundations in the offshore
environment, due to platform self-weight, wind, waves and cur-
rent. The industry increasingly embraces the use of VHM inter-
action surfaces to describe foundation capacity rather than (semi)
empirical modifications to the classical bearing capacity theory
that assumes predominantly vertical loading characteristics of
onshore applications. These failure envelopes are affected by the
footing shape, the embedment and the soil shear strength profile.

Skirted foundations are often used in shallow waters. The skirt,
which may extend up to 0.5 diameters below the mudline, is used
predominantly to increase the horizontal capacity of the founda-
tion. Recent research established the combined vertical, horizon-
tal and moment (VHM) capacity of skirted foundations, although
the research excluded the combined load capacity of circular
skirted mats. Table 1 provides an overview of the available solu-
tions for cohesive soils with uniform or nonuniform strength pro-
files. These numerical studies are supplemented by experimental
results, including those shown in Cassidy et al. (2004) and Kelly
et al. (2006).

Note that only the most recent study explicitly modelled the
skirts on strip footings. Earlier investigations assumed that the
soil confined within the skirt behaves as a rigid plug, enabling
simplification of the numerical model to a solid footing that also
encompasses the soil plug. This simplification is only valid, how-
ever, when the failure mechanism does not extend inside the skirt,
as shown by Bransby and Yun (2009).

The aforementioned studies are relevant to skirted footings with
aspect ratios (skirt length to diameter) < 1. A similar investigation
of the combined VHM capacity of a circular skirted foundation
with a higher aspect ratio of 2 (known as a caisson) was conducted
by Monajemi and Abdul Razak (2009).

Table 1 indicates that the combined capacity of strip-skirted
footings of various aspect ratios on various soil strength profiles
is reasonably well understood. However, to the authors’ knowl-
edge no finite element solutions have been established for the
combined VHM capacity of a circular skirted mat. Whilst upper




